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the wicker man was a british film that
wasn't made in the uk. it was shot in the
town of st. andrews in fife, scotland. it's
also the first film to win the prestigious

palme d'or at cannes. in one of the most
interesting things about the wicker man is
that it was made with a small budget and
was a box office failure. despite this, it's
one of the most revered cult movies, in

part because it was made by a young robin
hardy. the film is also noteworthy because
of how seriously it takes its story, and how
focused the script is on the characters. the

summerisle is surrounded by a magical
fence, and every bit of it is organic. hardy's
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film covers the same amount of ground as
stewart's, but with a tighter script and

tighter production values. a lot of the film's
more visual effects are accomplished

through a combination of practical effects
and visual effects, and the film's opening

scene is a tour de force in visual effects. for
the most part, the effects don't completely

overpower the film, but they are an
important part of the film's atmosphere.

the wicker man also stands out for its
casting, and hardy's portrayal of howie is

the best ever. lee, richard harris, and
edward woodward all give believable

performances, and the script hews closely
to the book. in fact, the biggest difference
between this and the book is that the film
actually is a mystery, although the answer

is somewhat obvious. hardy and
cinematographer john hough did a

wonderful job of creating a realistic and
believable version of the wicker man, and
the film is also just as enjoyable for people
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who don't read the book.

The Wicker Man 2006 Film Torrent

while the best version of the wicker man is
robin hardy's original 1973 cut, this new

restoration of the film is easily the best of
all the versions i've seen, in part because
of the restoration job done on the prints.
considering how hard it is to locate old

prints, it's quite surprising that the 70mm
print of the wicker man has been sitting

around for a decade, only now being
released on blu-ray. however, there's a big

difference between this blu-ray and the
previous releases; this one is in

anamorphic widescreen, while the previous
two were cropped and letterboxed. i'm not
sure if it was the problem that the previous
prints were a little soft, or if they were too
bright, but this new version is by far the

best looking of all the home video versions
i've seen. it's well-lit, and quite a bit darker
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than the previous versions, which are
mostly black-and-white now. the disc also

boasts a brand new commentary track
from robin hardy, who reveals that he had

some trouble with the final cut; in
particular, the length of the movie

bothered him the most. he also offers a few
other insights on the movie, including his

thoughts on how the wicker man was
affected by the success of the omen, which
was released three months after the film's
original release. like many horror movies,
the best moments in the wicker man are
when the script is least involved with the
action. the story of a man obsessed with

the idea of a pagan cult and how it affects
a small scottish town is the best part of the

movie. the opening scene of the burned-
out, seaside town with gothic churches and

tower-like structures, and how the
characters interact with each other is
where the movie's best moments take
place. the extended dialogue and the
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character development of may morrison
(geraldine cowper) and her husband andy
(aidan mcardle) is where the script gets a
little long-winded. however, it's also where

the script is at its most intriguing.
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